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NEW QUESTION: 1
You implement a SAM program for an organization.
You need to ensure that all policies meet the management and
maintenance category of the ISO 19770-1 specification.
Which actions should the policies include?
A. Schedule a refresh cycle of the collected inventory data.
B. Ensure that the inventory data contains hardware details.
C. Ensure that the inventory data conforms to SAM verification

processes.
D. Protect the inventory data from unauthorized access, change,
or corruption.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
Policies and procedures are developed, approved and issued
which include the management and maintenance of inventories and
physical/electronic stores including access controls which:
protect them from unauthorized access, change or corruption
provide a means for disaster recovery
References:
http://www.isaca.org/Knowledge-Center/Research/Documents/Tiered
-SAM-Review_res_Eng_1110.pdf
, page26

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option C
B. Option B
C. Option D
D. Option A
Answer: D
Explanation:
Reference:http://www.novell.com/documentation/idmrbpm36/install
/data/bb1zmw0.html(Se e the Role of Administrator).

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: D,E
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